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QUESTION:1
- (Topic 1)

A Citrix Administrator must limit the Helpdesk team supporting Human Resources (HR) to
only manage and view resources for the HR department.

Which two steps must the administrator complete within Citrix Studio to meet the
requirements of the scenario? (Choose two.)

A. Apply the custom filter to the HR Helpdesk team.
B. Remove all current roles for the HR Helpdesk team.
C. Remove all current scopes for the HR Helpdesk team.
D. Create a new custom role and link it to the HR Helpdesk team.
E. Create a new custom scope and link it to the HR Helpdesk team.

Answer: C,E

QUESTION:2
- (Topic 1)

Scenario: Newly hired employees report they are NOT able to connect to their Desktop
OS machines. Some of the employees have provided screenshots that show an error
message indicating that no license is available. The license console shows that all
device/user licenses have been allocated. Three weeks ago the company sold a
subsidiary, freeing up 100 licenses, so the IT team is certain that licenses are available.

Which command-line interface utility should a Citrix Administrator use to address this
issue?

A. lmdiag.exe
B. lmdown.exe
C. udadmin.exe
D. lmadmin.exe

Answer: C

QUESTION:3
- (Topic 1)

Scenario: In a XenDesktop deployment, a Citrix Administrator must install an application
that renders locally and creates a large number of temporary files on the local drive of
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Desktop OS machines. The administrator creates a vDisk in Private mode that contains
the application. Now the administrator must change the vDisk mode from Private to
Standard. The administrator must also determine the appropriate write cache type to
configure.

Which cache type will likely result in system failures with a blue screen of death?

A. Cache on server
B. Cache in device RAM
C. Cache on server persisted
D. Cache in device RAM with overflow on hard disk

Answer: B

QUESTION:4
- (Topic 1)

Scenario: A Citrix Administrator creates a new Desktop OS machine master image for the
Marketing team. The administrator attempts to provision 25 Desktop OS machines using
Machine Creation Services, but the process fails.

Which component must the administrator install to resolve the desktop provisioning
failure?

A. Citrix Scout
B. Hypervisor tools
C. Virtual Delivery Agent
D. End User Experience Monitor

Answer: C

QUESTION:5
- (Topic 1)

Scenario: An organization has headquarters based in London and has branch offices in
New York and Beijing. Citrix XenDesktop was recently implemented in the environment.
All Desktop OS machines are located within the London Datacenter while print servers are
located in each branch office. Users have been complaining that printing from the branch
offices is slow. All branches are connected through a Wide Area Network (WAN). QoS has
been implemented for all ICA/HDX traffic.
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How could a Citrix Administrator optimize the printing performance for branch office users
without asking for additional investments from management?

A. Disable client auto-created printers.
B. Disable direct connections to the print server.
C. Increase the WAN link speed to the branch offices.
D. Adjust printing bandwidth as part of the overall user session bandwidth limit.

Answer: B

QUESTION:6
- (Topic 1)

Scenario: A Citrix Administrator implemented pooled-random Desktop OS machines with
Personal vDisk for the executive staff. The CIO is concerned about the retention of his
vDisk.

Which tool should the administrator use to implement vDisk retention?

A. ctxpvd.exe
B. PowerShell
C. Citrix Studio
D. Citrix Director

Answer: B


